Self-consistent implementation of a nonlocal van der Waals density functional with a Gaussian basis set.
Nearly all common density functional approximations fail to properly describe dispersion interactions responsible for binding in van der Waals complexes. Empirical corrections can fix some of the failures but cannot fully grasp the complex physics and may not be reliable for systems dissimilar to the fitting set. In contrast, the recently proposed nonlocal van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF) was derived from first principles, describes dispersion interactions in a seamless fashion, and yields the correct asymptotics. Implementation of this functional is somewhat cumbersome: Nonlocal dependence on the electron density requires numerical double integration over the space variables and functional derivatives are nontrivial. This paper shows how vdW-DF can be implemented self-consistently with Gaussian basis functions. The gradients of the energy with respect to nuclear displacements have also been derived and coded, enabling efficient geometry optimizations. We test the vdW-DF correlation functional in combination with several exchange approximations. We also study the sensitivity of the method to the basis set size and to the quality of the numerical quadrature grid. For weakly interacting systems, acceptable accuracy in semilocal exchange is achieved only with fine grids, whereas for nonlocal vdW-DF correlation even rather coarse grids are sufficient. The current version of vdW-DF is not well suited for pairing with Hartree-Fock exchange, leading to considerable overbinding.